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The purpose of the following whitepaper is to introduce the FUTUREPIA mainnet to the reader.

We looked at the major blockchain mainnets and analyzed their main problems that are preventing them from being 

successfully commercialized. These are related to speed, scalability and security. For DApps to fully take advantage of 

the blockchain technology and cryptocurrency, these problems need to be addressed and overcome.

 

For the past three years we worked on the ideation and development of a mainnet catered to social media DApps, 

that would solve the above-mentioned problems.

Therefore, we successfully completed the development of the FUTUREPIA blockchain mainnet for social media, 

providing DApps with 300,000 TPS speed and an enhanced security, achieved through our in-house developed DDPoS 

algorithm, currently under patent application.

FUTUREPIA has a unique ecosystem that includes block producers (BP), block observers (BO), the FUTUREPIA 

Exchange Market, a DApp Store for DApp developers, DApp users and the FUTUREPIA Fund. The Fund’s function is to 

invest in incoming DApps that have been admitted in FUTUREPIA through a voting procedure.

FUTUREPIA will run on its own currency, FPC (FUTUREPIA Coin), that will be tradable with DApp’s tokens on the 

FUTUREPIA Exchange Market.

We will issue 22.2 billion FPC, and allocate 30% of them for TGE and 30% to the FUTUREPIA Fund.

Our TGE will start on November 1st 2018.

This whitepaper was written by:

YongJoon Hyoung, co-founder

Patrizia Gragnani, business development manager

This paper is periodically reviewed and updated.

Last update: October 25th 2018.
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Ahead of the fourth industrial revolution, for Google and Facebook, the world's largest companies, advertisements 
have been the main source of revenues. But ads are parasitic to user traffic, which comes from the personal 
content uploaded by users. However, there is no system for basic protection of personal contents copyright as 
well as rewards for such personal content. Rather, platforms encourage sharing contents, and users are tamed 
here. Large portals such as Google and Facebook, are almost monopolizing the ads market.
However, as the massive personal information leakage accident became publicly known, the stock price of 
Facebook suffered the biggest single day drop. 

However, as the massive personal information leakage accident became publicly known, the stock price of 
Facebook suffered the biggest single day drop. 

In these times, the blockchain technology, which is rapidly gaining popularity thanks to the BitCoin, is creating big 
expectations and hopes for a possible solution to the problem. It is still at its early stages, but it is prospecting a 
possible change in the way revenues are generated and distributed to content creators.
With Steemit, Akasha, etc., readers are involved directly in the compensation for content creators. Nowadays, 
rather than rewarding content creators directly, even if there is a direct compensation for the content creator 
according to the quality of the contents, like in Webtoon, the portion of advertising revenues coming from the 
number of visitors is relatively high.

Because portal site revenue comes from online ad sales, some of the creators are keen on increasing traffic rather 
than the intrinsic value of content. Therefore, to creators the potential traffic becomes more important and more 
lucrative then the actual quality of the content itself. As a result, contents that can generate more traffic, receive 
more ads and make higher revenues.
	
In the end, it would not be an exaggeration to say that the system is stimulating mass fake news production.

The blockchain-based content service is similar to the existing services such as Facebook and blog, but the 
compensation system is different. Blockchain offers a new way of monetizing content by paying out rewards by 
voting for the work itself without a portal site as an intermediary. Rather than the ad, the content produced by   

1. INTRODUCTION

1-1 PROBLEMS OF THE EXISTING INTERNET ECOSYSTEMS

< PROBLEM OF EXISTING THE INTERNET ECOSYSTEMS >
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the user generates revenues. The amount of the compensation is proportioned to the content’s contribution to 
the ecosystem, measured by readers' votes. The better content you post, the more likely you are to be rewarded. 
Therefore, creators are pushed to focus on the quality of their contents, rather than increasing the traffic in order 
to profit from ads..

Thanks to the blockchain, the way personal content copyright is protected is also changing. With blockchain, 
creators can effectively protect copyrighted content from illegal copy and online diffusion. The Internet is the 
easiest medium to distribute information, but also a threat to content creators who need to be protected.

Without the consent of the original author, it is possible to illegally copy and share articles, photos, or images on 
current content distribution services such as Facebook, Instagram, and blogs. Finding the original source of many 
replicated and shared contents becomes increasingly complex, making it difficult to protect copyright.
In the case of content services based on blockchain, the original creator or author can always claim the copyright 
by retaining public record of the origin, proving the ownership of the content.

Since all the data is connected and stored on the blockchain, it is impossible to manipulate the data. Also, when 
someone uses or copies contents, it is easy to track the origin because the record is stored in a blockchain. Even   
in the case of copyright law suits, blockchain-based records provide public evidence that a particular user has 
shared or used content at a particular time. In other words, it is expected that the rights of contents providers will 
be further enhanced because the ownership of content is easily recognized through the blockchain.

Now everyone will live in an age where personal content is respected, and profits are guaranteed, without 
exception. We believe that this should be the foundation of a true fourth industrial revolution, where user’s 
privacy is protected and there is no censorship. FUTUREPIA is enhancing privacy protection by leveraging its 
blockchain and DDPoS technology, which is more effective than the DPoS used in EOS or Steemit. 

A detailed introduction to DDPoS technology is provided in the following chapters.

1-2  PROBLEMS OF THE EXISTING BLOCKCHAIN ECOSYSTEMS

In the end, a large number of social media DApp services treating personal content will emerge. However, we 
should be prepared for this situation, and all of us should solve the problem of the blockchain industry. We are 
going to present our solution to the problem: the FUTUREPIA mainnet.

Bitcoin, Ethereum, and EOS are all mainnet. Thousands of blockchain ventures have emerged in the last years 
and most of them are based on these mainnet services. CryptoKitties and Akasha are also based on Ethereum 
mainnet. However, Ethereum-based blockchain services are so slow (15 transactions per second) that it is 
impossible to provide real services, and companies that succeeded in ICO based on Ethereum should choose a 
new mainnet. Moreover, with Ethereum there is the burden of having to pay a small fee for each transaction. Even 
if users sign up on CryptoKitties, they will have to buy Ethereum separately to use the service.
What if you had to pay Gas every time you posted or added a comment on Facebook?

Given the situation, EOS is the mainnet that seems to be a solution to Ethereum’s limitations. EOS is already the 
number one by trading volume in Korea. However, EOS has some relevant problems. Early stage DApp developers 
have to buy between 2 to 3 million USD worth of EOS coins to provide service on EOS mainnet. This is a very 
unfavourable condition for start-ups compared to the existing venture ecosystems. On the other hand, selecting 
21 delegate nodes to increase the processing speed seems a good approach, but these 21 nodes are vulnerable to
network attacks because they are all exposed. On top of this, EOS coin holders who are responsible for selecting 
representative nodes, show a voting rate of around 20% only, this is why real democracy is not realized.

Recently, the entire EOS network got stuck as a single coin holder staked 50,000 coins into the CPU in EOS. As a 
result, worldwide a new issue has emerged and this may eventually require the EOS mainnet to be configured 
independently for each DApp service. In fact, DApps like CardioCoin, which are confident that they can run at 3,000 
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TPS at the first launch and don’t want to be affected by mainnet malfunctions caused by other DApps, took these 
EOS problems seriously and eventually solved the need for an independent mainnet service by partnering with us.
The FUTUREPIA social media mainnet wants to be the solution that overcomes the weaknesses of the above 
blockchain mainnets.

We focus on the social media category, not a generic mainnet that covers all areas. Through this, we will provide 
support to diverse social media DApps that want to utilize personal contents in a better way. It will speed up the 
development of joining DApp by providing a stable mainnet service as well as a variety of social media-specific 
APIs. In addition, by sharing the social network database, which is the core data in social media, between DApps, 
it will be convenient for DApp users and it will help each developer to carry out DApp marketing more efficiently. 

1-3 COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT GENERATIONS OF BLOCKCHAINS

FUTUREPIA social media mainnet solves the problem of the third generation mainnet EOS, and represents the 
upgraded 3+ generation mainnet.
 

< EXISTING BLOCKCHAIN MAINNET PROBLEMS >

< GENERATIONS OF BLOCKCHAINS >
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2-1 BLOCK PRODUCTION ALGORITHM (DDPoS) 

In Bitcoin and Ethereum the method to generate blocks is the PoW (Proof of Work). The calculation of the hash 
through the GPU requires a change in the nonce value, and if the hash of the block header is smaller than the 
target bits, a new block is created
.
Therefore, expensive equipment with high computational power is required, which is costly given the amount of 
data being mined. This results in an obvious disadvantage.

In order to reduce such cost, the PoS (Proof of Stake) method of block generation was recently introduced. In    
the PoS, blocks are randomly generated in various virtual currencies such as Qtum, and PoS assigns priority to   
the nodes having many shares, with higher probability of block generation. However, giving a block generation 
priority to a node who has a lot of stakes is a big obstacle for blockchain to be widely adopted.

Thus, the Graphene engine has been improved to the DPoS (Delegated Proof of Stake) method, in which 
representative nodes are selected by introducing a "democratic election" method, and blocks are generated in 
random order by representative nodes.

This method overcomes the disadvantages of the PoW and PoS block production methods, but it has the 
disadvantage that 51% of the representative nodes authorized to produce blocks are predetermined and exposed, 
therefore likely to be contaminated also because the number of nodes is too small.
Our DDPoS method (Dual Delegated Proof of Stake) is a new algorithm where some nodes take the role of block 
producers (BP, Block Producer) and other randomly selected nodes take the role of security monitors (BO, Block 
Observer). These delegate nodes generate blocks in random order. The 21 nodes are divided in 17 predetermined 
BPs and 4 BOs. Our solution’s security is higher because if on one hand, one might say that the 17 BPs face here 
the same attack threat they face in EOS, our BOs “jump” into the group and place randomly in the sequence. 
Therefore, it is very hard to attack the group of 21 nodes, as the order and the sequence are partially unknown.

< FUTUREPIA DDPoS CONSENSUS ALGORITHM >

2. FUTUREPIA SOCIAL NETWORK MAINNET(DDPoS)
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< BLOCK DIAGRAM OF A GENERAL GRAPHENE ENGINE >

The representative nodes C, B, D, E, and T which are already fixed, create the blocks 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 sequentially 
according to the randomly determined order.

The representative node is a node that has the right to create blocks which compose the blockchain.

The representative node is selected by vote or nominated according to the number of coins held, and the selection 
is made in every predetermined cycle. All of General nodes have a copy of the blockchain data and, in general, 
have no right to create blocks. General nodes can produce blocks if they apply and qualify as Representative 
nodes through the selection procedure.

< DDPOS ALGORITHM >

Representative
node Random 

Selection
Representative

node

Representative
node

Representative
node

Represe Native

Block 10

Represe Native

Block 11

Represe Native

Block 12

Represe Native

Block 13

Represe Native

Block 14
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< FUTUREPIA RANDOM NODES >

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are block diagrams for explaining an improved method according to the present invention. 
Fig2 and Fig3: according to the model described in this paper, the representative nodes create a block together 
with a few general nodes that were randomly selected among general nodes.
Hereinafter, the Invention of a blockchain-based block verification method will be described with reference to 
Fig.4

< BLOCK CREATION FLOWCHART >

Block 10

Representative node C

Block 11

Representative node B

Block 12

FUTUREPIA
Random node G

Block 13

Representative node E

Block 14

FUTUREPIA
Random node H
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Fig4 is a flowchart illustrating our unique proposal of a blockchain-based block verification method.  A block 
creation order for many blocks is determined (step S402).

The representative nodes start the block generation process according to the block generation order determined 
in step S402 (step S404).

It is judged whether all of the representative nodes have generated a block (step S406).

If it is judged in step S406 that all of the representative nodes (representative node C, representative node B, and 
representative node E in Fig. 3) have generated a block, at least one of many general nodes, for example two 
general nodes (including a general node G and E), is randomly selected (step S408).

Among the randomly selected, at least one general node is added between representative nodes, or after the last 
representative node, to generate the block (S410). Referring to Fig. 3, the general node G can be added between 
the representative node B and the representative node E, and the general node K can be added after the last 
representative node E.

If there is a new block to be generated after everyone created blocks one by one in the determined order, (S412), 
the process returns to the step S402 and performs the following steps to randomly select a few new general 
nodes, and the block creation procedure can be repeated with the same representative nodes.

In summary, once every node that can create a block creates a block, a work to create a new order in which the 
block will be generated again is performed. General node is randomly selected from the general nodes pool before 
the work. Once all the blocks are created in the order specified, they will leave only the representative nodes, and 
the general nodes will be selected randomly again to repeat the block creation procedure.

To describe a blockchain, we can say that it is a technique of grouping multiple records (ex. transaction records) 
into one block and then linking it with previously created blocks with chains.

Blockchain data also eliminate the risk of hacking by forcing all nodes have the same content. However, if some 
of the nodes or many nodes are contaminated, and each node has different blockchain data, it is required to 
select and connect to the longest connected blockchain.  Thus, if a majority of the representative nodes (51%) are 
contaminated, it will be possible to manipulate blockchain data.

However, when this invention is applied, even if multiple representative nodes are contaminated, they will have 
hard time in creating the longest blockchain because of randomly selected general nodes, which will maintain the 
integrity of the blockchain.”
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2-2 ACCOUNT

In FUTUREPIA, all accounts refer to a unique ID consisting of 2-16 letters, that can be read by people. Creating 
an account is free and immediate. Users can also send messages between accounts and can write messages to 
blocks. Because the messages are protected by a user-generated key, only the recipient can read it. This method 
is already used by Steemit. However, unlike Steemit, in FUTUREPIA the user can create the password himself and 
doesn’t need to wait to use the service.

2-3 AUTHORITY MANAGEMENT

FUTUREPIA provides a declarative authorization management system and provides performance optimization, 
independently from the business logic of the application. Since the key is divided into several sub-keys according 
to the application, it is possible to pair each sub-key with the function, such as remittance, feed creation, etc. 
The security level can be controlled by a combination of weighted private keys according to the required level of 
security, in the form of a hierarchical authority structure, which can greatly contribute to security and safety. It is 
also possible to reset the owner key of the personal account at any time. This method is similar to Steemit’s one, 
and FUTUREPIA is effectively doing the authority management in the same way.

2-4 ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

FUTUREPIA is operating a block observing node (FUTUREPIA block observer, BO) that monitors block producers 
and rectifies situations where resources are unreasonably consumed. The process of freezing accounts is 
formulated by consensus.

2-5 BLOCKCHAIN COMMUNICATION

FUTUREPIA is designed to facilitate block-to-block communication. This can be achieved by easily generating a 
certificate of message presence and a message sequence certificate. FUTUREPIA allows the nodes to produce 
blocks exactly every 3 seconds, creating up to 21 blocks per round. During the 21 blocks creation, randomly 
selected BOs participate in the block production, providing a superior security to the system. During this block 
production round, each node supports the validation of blocks and transactions. This makes it possible to 
optimize the time and the bandwidth in validating blocks and transactions, because it does that in a way that    
has little associated overhead compared to the method of generating a block using a hash link. Since there are 21 
block producers who produce blocks every 3 seconds, after 63 seconds the transaction confirmation is irreversible. 
This easily proves that the transaction was not skipped or omitted, and proves that it was processed in order.
In addition, the new block generation is performed by the BP designated in a predetermined order, thereby 
increasing the efficiency of block generation. The order is changed every round, so it is safe from attacks. 

< FUTUREPIA DDPoS CONSENSUS ALGORITHM >
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2-6 CLOUD

FUTUREPIA is designed for easy distribution of DApp. It takes a lot of time and development cost to develop a 
blockchain and to create a decentralized application program. At the moment, the blockchain engine (mainnet) 
has a high entry barrier for developers. 
 
FUTUREPIA is designed in a way that it is easy for general developers to design and distribute their blockchain 
DApps, and to facilitate developers that want to modify the source of the program. It is also designed for the cloud 
system, making it easy for the DApp to be scalable by adding a parallel system. For this we have a partnership 
with Google Cloud and Amazon AWS, so that the user that wants to become a BP can easily set up and download 
the BP node module, and DApps can easily set up their own service server at a discounted price. 
Moreover, for the first time in the world, FUTUREPIA developed a Windows version of BP and BO setup modules 
enabling even general users to easily setup the BP and BO modules. Others like EOS or ETHEREUM have only the 
Linux version, so only a limited number of users can become block producers.

2-7 MONITORING AND PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT

FUTUREPIA provides web service monitoring of the results of block generation done by delegate nodes. Through 
the web service, it is easy to check the order of block creators and the block creation results, as well as false 
contents from the corresponding block generation node. It can also easily monitor the current status of the 
blockchain engine, including the transaction processing and the block creation time.
The FUTUREPIA blockchain provides a development debug mode to prepare the hardfork for engine refinement 
without registering on the whole blockchain service network. In addition to monitoring the status of blockchain 
network through the debug mode, it enables development separately from the service of the current blockchain.  
It would not be possible to write the contents of 10 billion users on the currently served blockchain memory or 
physical disk.

However, for development, performance improvement, and testing, we are faced with a development issue that 
requires us to write such content in a blockchain. In this case, the development can be performed through the 
debug mode, separately from the blockchain service. In addition, if the blockchain engine database needs to       
be changed in order to apply new functions or improve the performance, or if a development issue needs to be 
solved by changing the blockchain time, this debug mode is provided as a service that enables the application of 
modified contents of the hardfork in advance.

< FUTUREPIA BLOCKCHAIN SYSTEM MAP >
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2-8 Smart Contracts and Autonomous self-decision making

Unlike Ethereum and EOS, FUTUREPIA is designed in a way to enable developers to easily write and implement 
smart contracts through FUTUREPIA’s APIs, without having to compile and upload the contracts after writing 
separate codes to execute them.

DApps process smart contracts like, for example, token generation, token transmission, etc.  through a 
combination of Messages and Handlers via APIs set by FUTUREPIA. (FUTUREPIA 2.0 version is under development 
and is undergoing upgrades so that smart contracts can be processed with SQL commands.)

For example: 

1) Create

To create a token, use the function below.

Argument Description

2) Transfer

Use the function below to transfer the tokens.

Argument Description

required_auth

name

symbol_name

publisher

init_amount

Creating user’s active key

Token name

Token symbol

Account ID of the user

Initial amount

required_auth

from

to

amount

symbol_name

active key of sending user

Account ID of sending user

Account ID of receiving user

Token amount to be sent

Token symbol

memo Memo
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3) Display balance

To check a user's balance, use the function below.

Argument description

4) Burn

If the number of generated tokens is too large, a portion of them can be burned by using the following function.

Argument description

5) Error handling

Results are returned according to the actions associated with the used functions. For example, if you're running.

You will see the following results.

account Token owner’s account

required_auth

account

amount

symbol_name

active key of Token owner’s account

Token owner’s account ID

Number of tokens to be erased

Token symbol
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Wait for user input

Node execution Wallet execution

Option loading Option loading

Access to RPC server

Initialization by matching login
API and socket

Plug in log

After server start, wait for client access

Registration of client,
connection session and API creation 

Request RPC server login (user.pw)
(receive API list permitted to users)

Reply to client RPC request

Load wallet API in local

Initialization by matching DB API, 
broadcast API and socket

Receive API list permitted to users

< FUTUREPIA NODE AND SMART WALLET STRUCTURE >

2-9 TECHNOLOGY 
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・If P2P connection fails, data is transferred through Relay server. ・Similarly with Relay, but using IOCP when transferring
     video data. Therefore users develop live contents by themselves. 

2-10 Summary

We can summarize the features of the FUTUREPIA mainnet as follows: 

- Block generation cycle setting (cycle and size): 3 seconds, no limit on block size and maximum transaction size 
	
- Recommended number of nodes: Minimum 3, 21 nodes are recommended, and the number of nodes can be 
up to 100, but as the number of nodes increases, the cost for network use and node-specific data storage for 
synchronization increases exponentially. 

- Transactions per second: 300,000 TPS, depending on CORE and network status 

FUTUREPIA's blockchain is based on the proven concepts and best practices of the existing DPOS, which further 
demonstrate the advances in the blockchain technology. It can be presented as a blueprint for society based on a 
blockchain that can be universally used. General developers can easily develop their own blockchain applications, 
resulting in the popularization of the blockchain. 

・Showing other devises and data connected to UP2P
   in the same manner.

・ Use MQTT server for P2P connection.
・ User bandwidth 10 times larger using the existing Mosquitto.
・ More rapid and precise Push notifications.
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PoW(Proof of Work) means that the agreement is reached when more than 51% of all the nodes agree, and PoS 
(Proof of Stake) means that the agreement is reached when more than 51% of the coins agree. However, recently 
EOS is getting attention because in PoW and PoS it takes too long to reach the agreement. EOS is not based on   
the consensus of all the nodes, but a kind of "parliamentary system" that agrees when some authorized parties 
agree. This is called DPoS (Delegated PoS). However, the DPoS method requires a voting process to elect a BP, 
which may lead to problems such as conflict of interest, and some BPs may collide or be attacked.
FUTUREPIA proposes a new consensus approach called DDPoS (Dual DPoS). In our DDPoS, instead of voting to 
nominate certain nodes as BP, the nodes selected as BP are those with the highest number of coins. To prevent 
some BPs from colliding or being attacked, a randomly selected group of Block Observers (BO) is introduced to 
verify the blocks generated by BPs. The BOs change at every round.

Although it may seem undemocratic that BP is not elected, the concept of DDPoS is similar with PoS, because    
the person with the highest number of coins suffers the greatest damage when the coin economy is damaged. In 
addition, small coin holders can delegate the power of attorney to larger coin holders.
Since delegated coins are calculated based on the holding amount, the position of a small coin holder is also 
reflected. Coin holders can be allowed to delegate coin authority to their supporting BP or BO.

FUTUREPIA presents a coin-based economy model that is aligned with DApp, the mainnet participant, as opposed 
to Ethereum, which imposes a transaction commission, and EOS, which imposes beforehand a network purchase 
costs according to the expected network usage. In addition, users who own FPC have the right to invest in the 
DApps that they want to see in FUTUREPIA.

< FUTUREPIA ECOSYSTEM >

3. FUTUREPIA COIN SYSTEM
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3-1 BP (BLOCK PRODUCER)

Among coin holders, those with the highest number of coins can be appointed BP, according to the ranking. The 
amount of coins is the sum of owned coins and delegated coins. The coin holder, which is to become a BP, should 
have system necessary for the creation and maintenance of stable blocks, required by FUTUREPIA and should 
reserve a certain amount of coins for future liability. The deposit is used as a collateral, in the case that the BP 
causes a loss. If the BP doesn’t cause any, the coins are returned.

BPs are re-elected every month according to the average amount of coins held in order to run the mainnet 
efficiently. 

If the authority is delegated, it will be considered in the selection of BP. However, when a BP or BO, that is 
entrusted with coins, invests in a DApp that wants to participate in FUTUREPIA, it will invest in the same ratio. BPs 
with superior investment capabilities can be understandably entrusted with more coins compared to the others.
BPs share the network usage fee and DApp profit, according to the size and the number of blocks used by the 
DApps.

BP examines the quality of DApps who wish to participate in FUTUREPIA and has the right to invest on DApp. This 
constitutes a good coin ecosystem.

3-2 BO (BLOCK OBSERVER)

FUTUREPIA has a BO to monitor whether the BPs generate blocks properly or whether there are errors. To become 
a BO, candidates must meet minimum system requirements. BOs share the network usage fee and DApp profit, 
according to the size and the number of blocks used by the DApps.

3-3 FUTUREPIA FUND
  

To check the popularity of a DApp, after the coin holders have expressed its approval through voting, if BP, BO, 
and the Fund decide to invest in the DAPP, which they can do with a certain discount rate like during a presale 
step, FUTUREPIA coin holders can individually invest in the DApp, like during a crowd sale.

The FUTUREPIA Fund’s coins are used for free air drop for FUTUREPIA coin holders, reward for various activities, 
and as investment funds for DApps.

How the FUTUREPIA Fund works:

- FUTUREPIA will form an Investment Advisory Board to provide investment guidance.  	
- FUTUREPIA will not invest more than twenty percent of its fund per annum.	
- FUTUREPIA will consider the community’s best interest in its investment decision by only investing in DApps that 
will contribute to the FUTUREPIA’s ecosystem.	
- FUTUREPIA’ revenues from its investment activities will be added back to the Fund.
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3-4 DAPP ADMISSION PROCEDURE

- Dapps that wish to enter FUTUREPIA will submit their whitepapers, investment requests and other information 
to FUTUREPIA. The information will be stored as a smart contract and disclosed to the FUTUREPIA ecosystem for 
a month.
- FUTUREPIA coin holders will review the documents and vote. Dapps that obtained a certain amount (to be 
determined) of positive votes, will be listed on the FUTUREPIA Launchpad. DApps registered on the Launchpad 
will be able to choose whether to use a Community ICO.
- FUTUREPIA’s BPs, BOs and the Fund will be able to invest at a 30% discount price on the above mentioned 
DApp. These can only invest up to 50% of the requested amount. If the Fund invests in the DApp, the investment 
will be locked until the DApp product is released.
- After this Community Presale phase, the Community Crowdsale is opened to anyone.
- At the end of this process, FUTUREPIA will include DApp’s tokens in the FUTUREPIA Inner Exchange Market and 
allow it be traded and exchanged with FPC. 
- Coin holders can delegate both investment decision and voting right to BPs or BOs. The return on investment 
of each BP and BO is disclosed so that individual coin holders can refer to it when selecting the BP and/or BO to 
which they will entrust their coins.

Dapp submit 
whitepaper & KYC

Community Votes

Approved Not Approved

May conduct
“Independent ICO”

ICO admitted to ICO 
Launchpad

If Fund invests, the investment is locked 
until Dapp releases its product

Pre-sale : BPs and Fund may Purchase up
to 50% of DApp’s tokens at discount

Crowd-sale : all coin holders can invest in
the DApp

DApp tokes gets admitted to Futurepia 
Inner Exchange
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3-5 MERITS OF FUTUREPIA SOCIAL MEDIA MAINNET FOR DAPP

FUTUREPIA social  media mainnet is  a social  media total  platform that al lows DApp to uti l ize 
basic social network database in a semi-open form, so DApp can quickly acquire new members.	

- FUTUREPIA social media mainnet has various APIs for social media service. Therefore, it is possible for DApp to 
develop rapidly at low cost. In addition, DApp can outsorce some of its development needs to FUTUREPIA, and 
FUTUREPIA can provide additional APIs according to the request.
- Because FUTUREPIA coin holders have already verified the business model of DApp, external investors can safely

invest on DApp. Because each DApp can be listed on FUTUREPIA exchange market right after the ICO, DApps don’t 
need to register to other exchange markets.

3-6 BENEFITS FOR COIN HOLDERS

- Coin holders have the right to invest in DApps that are launched in FUTUREPIA with good investment conditions.  
- FUTUREPIA coin holders can delegate their own FPCs to BP or BOs, and receive rewards from BP or BOs in 
proportion to their share. FUTUREPIA coin holders can always exchange DApp tokens with FPC or other DApp 
tokens in the Inner Exchange Market.
- DApp users get DApp tokens or FPC as free airdrop for DApp subscription, DApp user acquisition and various 
other activities.

3-7 FUTUREPIA COIN ECOSYSTEM FEATURES

When calculating the holding FUTUREPIA coins, the Coin Holder does not change the value of the total holding 
coin even if it invests in a good DApp by calculating the Future Pia coin plus the FUTUREPIA coin corrispective 
value of the held DApp token. The coins held will be reassessed as DApp's token price changes in the future. In the 
future, when the DApps are attractive and growing, the value of the token increases, and the order of the BPs can 
be changed naturally.

3-8 INFLATION AND ADDITIONAL COINS ISSUANCE

- In Futurpia, if all the Fund’s coins exhausted, coin holder will vote upon the eventual issuance of new coins. If 
51% of them agree, then equivalent of 10% of the total coins held by the Fund will be created and immitted in 
FUTUREPIA, increasing total amount of existing FUTUREPIA coins. 
- In case when coins are reissued, the value of FPC coin decreases to 90.9% (=1/1.1) of the value at the time when 
ecosystem used that reissued coins, not at the time of reissuance. 
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3-9 INFLATION DUE TO THE FUND’S INVESTMENT ACTIVITY

Investment in the DApp increases the supply of FPCs that could adversely affect the FPC price (Figure 5).
However, there are several mechanisms to mitigate this problem. First, as mentioned above, until the actual 
service is launched by the DApp, the investment will be locked up. Furthermore, as new DApps continue to 
appear, demand for FPCs will increase. (Figure 6. Because the movement of the demand curve to the right is 
greater than the movement of the supply curve to the left, the FPC price is higher than the original equilibrium 
price. In the real world, demand curves will offset supply increases because they can move less or equal.)

< FPC Supply Demand Chart >

FPC Supply Demand Chart After    
Investment Activity by the Fund

FPC Supply Demand Chart:  Increased 
Transactional Demand Caused by the DApp<                                                           > <                                                                                >
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3-10 BP AND BO SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND MAINTENANCE COSTS

Disclaimer: the USD amounts are subject to approximation and exchange rate fluctuations.

Total system maintenance cost: 23,055 USD + 11,878  USD = 34,933 USD/month
 - Network usage fees paid by the DApps (costs/months based on number of wallets)
 - 1-10,000 wallets: 883 USD
 - 441  USD per additional 10,000 wallets 

For example, 
- A million wallets is 43,715 USD + 883 USD= 44,598 USD
- 10 million wallets is 441,125 USD + 883= 442,008 USD 

Node

BP

BO

17

100

16 core

2 core

128 G

8 G

1 T

128 G

1 T

100 M

1,356 USD

119 USD

Number CPU RAM HDD N/W Avg Monthly 
Maintenance Cost
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4-1 FUTUREPIA SOCIAL NETWORK MAINNET PLATFORM

4. SERVICES

< FUTUREPIA SOLUTION STRUCTURE >

The FUTUREPIA social media mainnet service can be summarized as a 3 layered system :	

1) The first layer is the blockchain mainnet using DDPoS.
2) The middle layer is comprised of the mainnet API and the common module API. In addition to the mainnet API 
itself, real-time video streaming, messenger and P2P cloud service modules will be provided as APIs so that the 
DApps service development can be faster. In the future, it will be possible for other companies to develop such 
common modules so that they can operate as a smart contract. In other words, DApps that are in the early stages, 
will have the effect of shortening the development cost and time without additional revenue share.
3) The top layer is the DApp Store, that includes DApps created mainly by external developers, from where users 
can freely download their favourite DApp. Voting for the selection of DApp will be done by the investing BP, BO, 
Fund and coin holders.

In order to prevent network shut downs as recently happened on the entire EOS network, FUTUREPIA 
can provide single mainnets to single DApps that expect to have a heavy traffic from the early beginnings. 
Some DApps might require an independent mainnet with dedicated APIs. For instance, we have recently 
signed a partnership agreement with CardioCoin, a blockchain DApp that uses cryptocurrency to 
rewards runners working out in Fitness Center gyms across the United States, and Coweye, an on-offline 
casino game company based in Los Angeles, to provide them with an independent mainnet and APIs.	

FUTUREPIA social media mainnet consists of 17 BPs (Block Provider) and 4 randomly selected BOs (Block 
Observer), totaling 21 nodes. In order to solve the problem of low voting rate of coin holders, BP is selected among 
those having the minimum equipment specification, proportional to the coins they hold. The BO will assume the 
role of BPs monitor. The BO is randomly selected among those with minimal BO equipment specifications from 
the entire pool of nodes, making it impossible to easily attack the entire node system, including the BO.
In addition, the new block generation is performed by the BP designated in a predetermined order, thereby 
increasing the efficiency of block generation. The order is changed every round, so it is safe from attacks.
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4-2 FIRST IN-HOUSE DEVELOPED DAPP 

We expect to release our first in-house developed DApp, which will be a shared module for other DApps.
Our DApp will be like a messenger with features like a crypto wallet providing other DApps with a messaging API. 
We will provide a user network or communication network database through the messenger service and it will be 
provided to DApp developers so that they can easily increase their user base from the beginning.

< WORLD FIRST COMMUNICATION NETWORK API >

FUTUREPIA social media mainnet will be the first in the world to dynamically provide social networking databases 
up to 3rd degree. When Facebook’s popularity was growing exponentially, there used to be a social job search 
app, which provided job search for up to 2nd degree, and a second-hand marketplace app that allowed users to 
search for items up to 2nd degree acquaintance. Similarly, social media apps will be introduced on the FUTUREPIA 
social media mainnet, in the form of distributed app, and DApp users will now be able to do social search from 
2nd to 3rd degree.

For example, if one DApp has 1,000 members and another DApp has 100,000 members, if one member is on both 
DApps, then he serves as bridge in between the two networks of members. His network on one DApp will easily 
have access to his friend’s lists on the other DApps. This will also help both the DApps to expand the user base.   
For reference, LinkedIn currently provides social search to 3 degrees, but the social network database is not open 
to third party developers.

4-3 EXAMPLE OF THIRD PARTY DAPPS

Successful entry in the FUTUREPIA DApp Store will allow FPC to be traded with DApp tokens directly on the 
FUTUREPIA Exchange market. This will increase the investment value by providing a wider portfolio and exchange 
opportunity to DApps and DApp coin holders.

The following are examples of possible third party DApps that can enter FUTUREPIA:

1) Social real-time streaming DApp:
Various companies are preparing for blockchain real-time broadcasting, but FUTUREPIA will provide a real-time 
broadcasting API module to DApps.

2) Real-time Q&A DApp:
Naver Q&A service exists in Korea, and there is a social Q&A service called Quora.com in the United States. 
However, a blockchain-based Q&A could become a daily life activity and it might be rewarding. In the case of 
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such DApp, a combination with the semi-public messenger features will enable more diverse services based on a 
trusted network of users.

3) Search for social P2P files :
Hardware sharing and file trading systems based on blockchain, such as Filecoins, are gaining popularity. 
However, the knowledge and the files that can benefit from such opportunity are most likely hidden and “asleep” 
in users’ computers. We are expecting to develop a social P2P file search service, that can solve this problem and 
will be able to make the knowledge sharing more efficient, by combining it with a semi-public messenger.

4) Social content Re-Make :
Emoticon creation apps are becoming popular and are used by several millions of people. By using blockchain 
based compensation it will be increasingly easy to revitalize online communities through content collaboration 
and re-make. This kind of DApps will be able to maximize their market penetration taking full advantage of the 
semi-public messenger.
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The following are the companies that have decided to adopt our mainnet, and mainnet nodes operators. The 
number of partnerships we sign is growing every day.

Our partners can be categorized in the following way :

There are the partners that provide us with the BP/BO setup.

These	partners	will	use	the	FUTUREPIA	mainnet	independently.
When	conducting	their	ICO,	they	will	do	it	with	our	FPC.

Infra Partner

B2B 

5. PARTNERS

• GOOGLE CLOUD SERVICE
• BP INFRA OPERATOR / NODE MARKET 

OPERATOR

• 3 TIMES FASTER PATENTED GEAR 
BICYCLE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
• BLOCKCHAIN MAINNET PLATFORM

• DAPP FOR AUTOMATION OF A/
P THROUGH BLOCKCHAIN FOR AN 

EFFICIENT SCM
• WILL USE OUR FUTUREPIA MAINNET 

INDEPENDENTLY

• N.1 DOCUMENT SECURITY SOLUTION 
IN KOREA

• BLOCKCHAIN DOCUMENT SECURITY

• JAPANESE COSMETIC COMPANY
• WILL USE OUR FUTUREPIA MAINNET 

INDEPENDENTLY

• BANK SPECIALIZED APP DEVELOPER
• BLOCKCHAIN BASED PERSONAL 

AUTHENTICATION SERVICE

• N.1 MIDDLEWARE DEVELOPER IN 
KOREA

• IOT / EAI / CEP
• SMART CITY / DRONES

• IRVINE-BASED ON-OFFLINE CASINO 
USING BLOCKCHAIN

• WILL USE OUR FUTUREPIA MAINNET 
INDEPENDENTLY

• BLOCKCHAIN BASED EDUCATIONAL 
PLATFORMS DEVELOPER

• CMS GLOBAL COMPANY
• BLOCKCHAIN BASED ELECTRONIC 

CONTRACT

• AMAZON CLOUD SERVICE
• BP INFRA OPERATOR/ NODE MARKET 

OPERATOR
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• N.1 OPEN DBMS
• REPLACING ORACLE IN THE 

BOVERMENT MARKET
• BLOCKCHAIN DISTRIBUTED NETWORK 

BASED DBMS

• KOREA EXPRESSWAY CORPORATION’S 
IT DIVISION

• BLOCKCHAIN BASED SMART TOLLING

B2C

• DAPP COMPENSATING USERS FOR 
RUNNING IN FITNESS CENTER GYMS 

ACROSS USA
• FUTUREPIA DAPP

• CONNECT YOUR OFFLINE STORE 
WITH SYRUP TABLE CUSTOMER

• THE SERVICE HAS ALREADY OVER 1 
MILLION USERS

• CONTENT REMAKE APP
• FUTUREPIA DAPP

• MARINE STRATEGY SIMULATION GAME
• BUILDING AN ITEM TRANSACTION 
SYSTEM BASED ON BLOCKCHAIN

• FUTUREPIA DAPP

• ART CURATION COMPANY THAT 
ENABLES CROWD OWNERSHIP OF 

PAINTINGS
• FUTUREPIA DAPP

• ART CURATION COMPANY THAT 
ENABLES CROWD OWNERSHIP OF 

PAINTINGS
• FUTUREPIA DAPP

• AI BASED REAL DOG COMMUNICATION
• FUTUREPIA DAPP

• BEAUTY, HEALTH BLOCK CHAIN
CONNECT THE SERVICE PROVIDERS 

AND CUSTOMERS THROUGH AI
• FUTUREPIA DAPP

• MOBILE GAME DEVELOPER
• BLOCKCHAIN BASED GAME SERVICES 

DEVELOPMENT
• ITEM MANIA FOUNDING 

MEMBER(BITHUMB SUBSIDIARY)

• READITJOY SOCIAL WRITING
• FUTUREPIA DAPP

These	are	partners	DApps	that	will	be	featured	on	our	FUTUREPIA	DApp	Store.
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KOLAS (Korea Laboratory Accreditation Scheme), is the only Korean national certification body recognized by 45 
countries, in accordance with international relevant standards (ISO/IEC 17025). KOLAS has assessed and certified 
FUTUREPIA’s mainnet transaction speed as 300,000 TPS.

< KOLAS CERTIFICATE >

6. KOLAS Certification
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7. OUR MEMBERS

Yongjoon Hyoung was interviewed by 
Techcrunch and Pandodaily as Korea’s 
representative innovator. Yongjoong is 
a serial entrepreneur: he founded the 
social addressbook Kukubox (merged 
with the Korean internet giant NHN), way 
before Sean Parker launched Plaxo. He 
was the consultant of Adam D’angelo, 
CEO of Quora.com. Yongjoon had a huge 
impact on the internet market in Korea, 
by founding Cyworld, the very first social 
network in the world, and Saycupid.com, 
the fist dating portal based on users’ 
hobbies and interests. He also founded 
the world f i rst  V ideoWiki  p lat form, 
Stor yb lender  which  was  p icked  as 
Techcrunch40 finalist, and Makewith.co, a 
Korean Hackster.io version. 
He is currently the CIO of Sigma Chain, in 
charge of FUTUREPIA’s service planning 
and marketing.

A computer science graduate from Griffith 
University, Jinyoung Kwak has an MS in 
computer science. As a software engineer 
at Maxautomation, he participated into the 
development of Cyworld, the first social 
network in Korea. Later, he worked at 
Saycupid.com as CTO. He was appointed 
an Adjunct Professor in the Department 
o f  G a m e  Te c h n o l o g y  a t  t h e  K o rea 
Polytechnic University. He is regarded 
as a social network IT expert in solution 
(DB) Analysis & Design in the field of 
consulting. In 2018 he won the Blockchain 
Innovation Award at the Global Economic 
and Cultural Development Forum, Korea. 	
He is the CEO of Sigma Chain.

Jinyoung Kwak
CEO/CTO

Yongjoon Hyoung
CIO

Sigma Chain’s  COO,  Dennis  Oh has 
experience with more than 2000 business 
models consulting projects in various 
fields. He was the representative director 
of Saving Bank and Nexus Investment 
Company. Dennis was the CFO who helped 
Modia and Netmarble to be listed on 
KOSDAQ. He has a planning ability that 
allow him to develop brilliant business 
models and to improve the developed 
business’s value-chain. 
Dennis Oh is KAIST PhD in industrial 
engineering.

Dan Huh has a Bachelor and a Master in 
law, and a PhD in culture and arts. He 
worked in Samsung Electronics where 
he was in charge of contracts, mid- to-
long term business strategy, and external 
cooperation for the planning department 
of the semiconductor division. Recently, 
we has planned the contract management 
system (CMS) in use on the Samsung 
Intranet. He was appointed Professor for 
the Department of Culture and Arts, Korea 
University, Professor of Korean Talent 
Education Institute, Senior Researcher of 
iNEG Research Institute, and Professor at 
Kangnam Law Firm. He is regarded as a 
communication expert, a leader among 
journalists, columnists, and performance 
p l a n n e r s .  A w a r d :  2 0 1 4  C r e a t i v e 
Management Award, 2015 Personality 
Education Award, 2015 INAK Creative Art 
Award, and 2016 Educational Contribution 
Award.

Dennis Oh
Director of Consulting

Dan Huh
Director of Planner

Jangjun Yun is the Sigma Chain CMO, CEO 
of Doobe Co. Ltd., and Technical Adviser 
for Korea Software Industry Association. 
He was part of Shinhan Bank’s smart 
task force, where he gained extensive 
experience in building personal information 
management systems based on blockchain. 
In addition, he has built a video evidence 
analysis system based on AI of the Police 
Agency. Jangjun participated at the making 
of Big Data POC production center with 
Google at LG Display. Moreover, he has 
built the Hyundai and Kia Motors g-CRM / 
GVOCM.

Jangjun Yun
CMO
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8. TOKEN SALES STRUCTURE
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9. ROADMAP PLAN
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